Asymmetric light transport has significantly contributed to fundamental science and revolutionized advanced technology in various aspects such as unidirectional photonic devices, optical diodes and isolators. While metasurfaces mold wavefronts at will with an ultrathin flat optical element, asymmetric transport of light cannot be fundamentally achieved by any linear system including linear metasurfaces. We report asymmetric transport of free-space light at nonlinear metasurfaces upon transmission and reflection. Moreover, we theoretically derived the nonlinear generalized Snell's laws that were experimentally confirmed by the anomalous nonlinear refraction and reflection. The asymmetric transport at optically thin nonlinear interfaces is revealed by the concept of reversed propagation path. Such an asymmetric transport at metasurfaces opens a new paradigm for free-space ultrathin lightweight optical devices with one-way operation including unrivaled optical valves and diodes.
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Wave propagation, from sound to light, is generally two-way symmetric, i.e., forward and backward paths are identical. Nevertheless, the quest for protecting a laser from back reflections or improving information capacity in optical communication technology by mitigating a multipath interference calls for asymmetric transport (AT). AT is an uneven physical response of counter-propagating signals that has contributed to fundamental science and revolutionized advanced technology via a variety of significant devices including circulators and isolators (diodes) in electronics [1] , optics [2] [3] [4] [5] , acoustics [6] , and heat transfer [7] . While photonic metasurfaces have facilitated applications of free-space optics with an ultracompact lightweight advantage, such architecture can be potentially harnessed to achieve asymmetric free-space transport of light. Photonic gradient metasurfaces are two-dimensional ultrathin arrays of engineered meta-atoms (nanoscatterers) that mold optical wavefronts at subwavelength scale by imparting rapid phase changes along an interface [8] [9] [10] [11] . These subwavelength-structured interfaces enable a custom-tailored electromagnetic response with unprecedented control over the fundamental properties of light, i.e., phase, amplitude, and polarization. Gradient metasurfaces aim to revolutionize optical designs by realizing virtually flat, ultrathin, and lightweight optics [10, 11] that replaces bulky optical elements. Free-space wavefront molding at will by gradient metasurfaces encompasses, abnormal light bending [12, 13] , planar lenses [14, 15] , optical vortex generators [12, 13] , and photonic multitasking [16] , etc. However, excluding time dependence and magnetic response, AT of light cannot be fundamentally achieved by any linear system [5] including linear metasurfaces.
Nonlinear processes or nonlinear materials can be employed to achieve AT [5] . Hence, the emerging nonlinear metasurfaces [17] [18] [19] may leverage AT. By combining nonlinear harmonic generation at interfaces and spatially varying effective nonlinear polarizability with controllable phase [17, 18] , nonlinear gradient metasurfaces (NGMs) offer nonlinear wavefront shaping [19, 20] . The milestones of achieving extraordinary efficiency of nonlinear generation at a subwavelength thickness [21] [22] [23] [24] and continuous control of the nonlinear phase [18, 22] have opened a new paradigm of flat nonlinear optics. Previous demonstrations of AT aimed at on-chip (waveguide) architectures [1] [2] [3] [4] or required propagation through inherently bulky configuration of a superlattice coupled to a nonlinear medium [6] . However, the highly desirable asymmetric free-space transport of light at optically thin flatland, in both transmission and reflection, has not yet been demonstrated. Here, we report the experimental observation of asymmetric free-space transport of light at NGMs upon transmission and reflection. We also derived the generalized laws of refraction and reflection for NGMs, which were experimentally verified by angleresolved anomalous refraction and reflection of the nonlinear light. Asymmetric free-space transport with metasurfaces provides a route to ultrathin lightweight optical platforms with unidirectional operation including ultrathin optical valves and diodes.
We consider a NGM as an optical interface between two media with an inherent rapid phase shift, wherein a nonlinear harmonic is generated (Fig. 1 ). The harmonic generation in NGMs requires revisiting the generalized Snell's laws of refraction and reflection originally introduced for linear gradient metasurfaces [13] . We consider an incident plane wave at an angle at the fundamental harmonic (FH) and two light rays which are infinitesimally close to the actual light path ( Fig. 1 ). In its general form known as the principle of stationary phase [25] , Fermat's principle states that the variation of the phase accumulated along the actual light path is zero with respect to infinitesimal variations of the path. Accordingly, Fermat's principle corresponding to refraction at NGMs is formulated as
Here, is the fundamental frequency, whereas is the frequency of the generated nonlinear harmonic of order ; is the speed of light in vacuum, and are the refractive indices of the two media at the fundamental and nonlinear harmonic generation frequencies, respectively; is the angle of refraction, is the infinitesimal distance between the locations in which the two light rays cross the interface, and is the phase difference between these two locations associated with the metasurface. While the first term is the optical path differences [ Fig. 1(a) ], the second expression is attributed to the time-harmonic dependence of electromagnetic fields. As the two light rays meet the interface at a time delay of ∆ sin ⁄ ⁄
, the nonlinear harmonic is locally generated at different times along the NGM, giving rise to a temporal phase delay of ∆ [see Fig. 1 (a) inset]. Note that in stark contrast to linear gradient metasurfaces (i.e., ), this term solely emerges in NGMs.
By considering a constant phase gradient, we obtained the generalized Snell's law of refraction for NGMs
where 2 ⁄ and ⁄ are the free-space wavelengths associated with the FH and the nonlinear harmonic generation, respectively.
Similarly, the generalized law of reflection corresponding to NGMs is
where is the angle of reflection [ Fig. 1(b) ]. By introducing the anomalous refraction and reflection of the beams associated with the FH and nonlinear harmonic generation, these generalized laws of refraction and reflection govern the molding of optical wavefronts via custom-designed structured interfaces that mimic phase gradients. Note that this concept is unified, as for the fundamental wave (i.e., 1), the derived laws coincide with the generalized Snell's laws referring to linear gradient metasurfaces [13] . Beyond the scope of metasurfaces, these nonlinear generalized Snell's laws play a role of a working tool in nonlinear optics.
Efficient generation of nonlinear light in bulky nonlinear materials is obtained by fulfilling the phase-matching condition [26] , which is an arduous task requiring a compensation method for the inherent phase mismatch between the interacting waves propagating in the nonlinear media.
The ultrathin thickness of NGMs imposes a reduced form of surface phase matching [Eq. (1)] which is naturally satisfied via the redirection of the generated nonlinear light (i.e., the angle of refraction or reflection).
We demonstrated experimentally the generalized laws of refraction and reflection in nonlinear structured interfaces via a plasmonic antenna array of gold nanorods coated with a thin nonlinear active layer of poly(9,9-dioctylfluorence) (PFO). The combination of high field enhancement from the resonant plasmonic structures and large third-order nonlinearity of the PFO gives rise to strong third harmonic generation (THG) in the formed gold-PFO hybrid nonlinear metasurface [18, 27] . We imprinted rapid phase change in the nonlinear interface via the emerging concept of nonlinear geometric phase [18, 22] . The spin-rotation coupling of light Material [29] , Sec. 7), enable nonlinear wavefront shaping via spatially varying effective nonlinear polarizability with continuously controllable phase [18] . We realized a NGM with a constant phase gradient by locally rotating the nanorod antennas in such a way that their orientation angles vary linearly along the direction [ Fig. 2(a) ]. Note that the FH modes resemble the response of linear metasurfaces, wherein the degenerated , modes exhibit ordinary refraction and reflection, whereas , modes exhibit linear anomalous refraction and reflection [ Fig. 2(b) ]. In stark contrast to the FH, all THG ( 3) modes undergo nonlinear anomalous refraction and reflection, where , modes experience stronger phase gradient than , modes [ Fig. 2(b) ]. Moreover, according to selection rules for harmonic generation [18] , all polarization modes for both FH and THG signals are allowed with the two-fold rotational symmetry of the nanorod, enabling versatile linear and nonlinear wavefront shaping with the same structure.
We pumped the metasurface by a femtosecond laser at the wavelength of 1.26 μm (i.e., the localized plasmon resonance of the hybrid metasurface; see Supplemental Material [29] , Sec. By offering new functionalities that cannot be achieved with linear metasurfaces, NGMs take the molding of optical wavefronts to a new level. We specifically aimed at AT of light in ultrathin structured interfaces. Note that asymmetric transport was theoretically proposed in time-varying metasurfaces [30, 31] , i.e., interfaces wherein a temporal gradient is added to the conventional spatial gradient, which have not yet been realized. In the context of metasurfaces, for a given angle of incidence, we consider the angle of refraction in two consecutive scenarios we chose to demonstrate THG to avoid arduous tasks in experiments as the degree of asymmetry increases with the generated harmonic order (see Supplemental Material [29] , Sec. 6). Note that at both top-to-bottom and bottom-to-top excitations the incident wavelength is the fundamental wavelength; yet, the observed AT at NGMs is not optical isolation [5] as the nonlinear metasurface enables the conversion from the FH to the generated harmonic but not vice versa.
In summary, asymmetric free-space transport of light at an optically thin flatland is reported. Note that nonlinear anomalous refraction [17, 18, 20] or reflection [22] [23] [24] was previously observed only at normal incidence, wherein the spatial-temporal nonlinear phase delay vanishes; therefore, we probed its contribution to the nonlinear generalized The THG beam experiences linear phase profiles from 0 to 2 and from 0 to 4 for , and , modes, respectively. The phase profiles portrayed by color correspond to right circular polarization (RCP) excitation ( 1); for left circular polarization (LCP) excitation ( 1),
